


Tel Anafa: The 1981 Season 

The summer of 1981 saw the joint University of 
Missouri/University of Michigan team l back in 
the field at Tel Anafa for nine more weeks of 
excavation at this rich Hellenistic settlement in 
the Upper Galilee of Israel. The 1981 season was 
the final season of the current series, 2 which has 
concentrated on the Hellenistic and Roman lev
els of the tel. Preparatory to final publication, the 
principal goals of this last season were the 
verification of certain assumptions on which the 
restoration of the plan of the large Late Hellenistic 
stuccoed building (hereafter the LHSB) is based, 
and the clarification of the occupation phases 
and remodelings of that building. Specifically, 
we had four major questions about the LHSB: (1) 
the extent of the hitherto unexplored western 
sector; (2) the relationship between the luxurious 
stuccoed room at the northeast corner of the 
central court and the heating and drainage 
system some five meters to its south; (3) the 
function of the central court; (4) the extent of the 
building in the northeast. 

With these questions in mind only two 
complete new grid squares were opened in 1981, 
and elsewhere excavation from the surface was 
confined to limited probe trenches at strategic 
points (Plan) . In addition, in order to date the 
sequence of construction and remodeling within 
the area of the LHSB we removed and excavated 
beneath certain previously exposed walls and 
floors . 

Our work in the western sector of the LHSB 
exposed the western wall of the structure for the 
first time and confirmed our restoration of the 
building as approximately 38 meters square. 
Also, the dimensions of one of the western 
rooms (8 m. E- W x 4 m. N-S) were determined. 
The results of the 1981 season in this· area 
combined with information gained from earlier 

excavation in the northwest suggest that the 
major entrance to the LHSB was from the north
west. 

The areas opened in the eastern rooms of 
the LHSB, connecting the northeast stuccoed 
room with the heating and drainage system to 
the south, showed the entire eastern sector of 
the building to belong to a tripartite bath com
plex of Hellenistic date (Fig. 1). The northern
most room of the complex is the previously 
excavated stuccoed room at the northeast corner 
of the central courtyard. This room contains the 
underpinning of a mosaic floor; only a few 
tesserae from the actual floor are preserved 
along the walls; the rest were removed before or 
during the Roman occupation of the area. The 
southern sector is divided into two parts: a 
central area (5 .5 m . E-W x 5.2 m. N-S) exposed 
this season which contains a mosaic floor and a 
plaster basin, and the southern area which holds 
the heating and drainage systems mentioned 
above . The entrance to the bath complex was 
from the peristyle of the central court through a 
door in the west wall of the north room. Access 
to the central area was gained through a door 
(now robbed) in the party wall between the north 
and central areas; a lead pipe also pierces this 
wall and empties into a plastered drain along the 
west side of the central area which eventually 
meets the large stone drain running along the 
southern edge of the complex. The linkage of the 
drainage systems indicates that the entire six
teen-meter complex was planned as an inte
grated unit. 

The mosaic (Fig. 2) found in the central area 
of the bath measures 3.5 m. E-W x 2.3 m. N-S 
and is the first mosaic found in situ at Tel Anafa; 
it is made up of black diorite and white marble 
tesserae between 1 and 1.5 cm. square. The 
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PLAN of tlte Hellenistic remaills at Tel Allafa. 
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Tel Anafa is loeated in the extreme north of modern Israel, at the foot 
of Ml. Hermon. 

design includes a black border which runs around 
all the edges of the mosaic; the interior is divided 
into three panels of unequal size by black bands 
running from north to south. The westernmost 
panel contains a clear checkerboard design; the 
other two are decorated with abstract curvilinear 
motives. The mosaic is preserved intact except 
for some cracks and a small missing area along 
the robbed east wall of the complex; it does, 
however, show signs of repairs in antiquity. The 
mosaic was lifted by the conservation team of the 
excavation and is now stored in the Rockefeller 
Museum. 

Excavation under the mosaic and plaster 
basin revealed a primitive hypocaust system of 
mudbrick pillars separated by heating channels 
running from a stone firing pit in the southern 
sector. 

The bath complex and its mosaic floors can 
be dated with confidence to the Late Hellenistic 
period. The latest datable materials from the 91 
kilograms of pottery recovered in the fills sealed 
beneath the floors of the complex were Hellenistic 
red wares and molded lamps. A coin of Alexan
der Zebina (TA81 C23), 128-123 B.C. was found in 
the construction fill of the heating area. In 
addition, the bath is an integral part of the LHSB 
and should date to the main or final phase of that 
building between 125 and 80 B.C. Such a date for 
the bath makes it one of the earliest heated Greek 
baths yet found in the Near East, and the mosaic 
the earliest uncovered in Israel. 

The bath complex opens on the eastern 
peristyle of the central courtyard of the LHSB and 
more of the peristyle was excavated in the '81 
season. In a pit sealed beneath the floor connect
ing the peristyle stylobate and the western wall 
of the bath complex was a small deposit contain
ing both red and black-glazed pottery (Fig. 3) . In 
this area the stylobate can be seen to be built 
directly on a wall of an earlier structure. 

A 4 x 4 meter square put down in the center 
of the central courtyard proved that area to be an 
open paved space in the final phase of the LHSB 
with no facilities for drainage or any other 
activity. With the removal of the pavement 
remains of earlier Hellenistic structures were 
uncovered-a large oven, a pit lined with cut 
limestone blocks, and several unlined pits-all 
associated with a pebble floor level that runs 
under the sty lobate of the LHSB. This early pebble 
floor has been found all over the northwest area 
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1. The bath complex to the east of the peristyle. 

of the LHSB and was excavated in several probes 
of the earlier levels at the end of the '81 season. 
The datable material from in and under the floor 
is primarily pre-Hellenistic but consistently con
tains a small amount of the finds associated with 
the earlier Hellenistic levels on the site
wheelmade lamps, black or semi-glazed pottery, 
and a pale blue-green glazed pottery. No red
wares or molded glass have been found under 
these earlier Hellenistic floors . 

The relationship of this earlier Hellenistic 
floor to the building phases of the LHSB is 
problematic. The early floor runs well under 
and clearly antedates the stylobate of the LHSB. In 
two instances in the west it runs up to the lowest 
levels of walls belonging to the LHSB; in the north 
it is cut by walls of the same structure. In the 
past, due to its association with some walls of the 
LHSB, this floor level has been assigned to an 
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early, pre-stylobate phase of the LHSB (II a) and, 
in fact, is the only evidence for the existence of 
such a phase. It now seems more likely that this 
floor level belongs to several separate structures 
which precede the LHSB, the walls of which were 
in some cases incorporated into the foundations 
of the LHSB, and that there is no pre-stylobate 
phase of the large incorporated structure. 

THE FINAL QUESTION to which we turned our 
attention was the extent of the LHSB in the 
northeast. We have been unable to restore with 
confidence the northeast corner of the LHSB by 
extending the lines of already excavated walls 
for three reasons: first, both the north and the 
east walls of the building double as the enclosure 
walls of the tel in the Hellenistic period and 
follow the natural and somewhat unpredictable 
contour lines of the tel. Second, in the last years 



of Hellenistic occupation on the site a smaller, 
but deeply founded structure (the northeast 
building), was built over the LHSB and destroyed 
much of the earlier architecture. Finally, the tel 
slopes off sharply in this sector exposing the 
latest Hellenistic walls at the modern surface; 
consequently, little stratigraphical evidence is 
preserved to date the walls found here. Minimal 
clearing, however, reveals the preserved walls 
and their architectural sequence. Such a clearing 

operation was undertaken in the northeast dur
ing the last two weeks of the '81 season and 
provided two important new pieces of informa
tion about the architecture in this area . First, the 
northeast building is larger than previously as
sumed, continuing beyond the preserved east
ern edge of the tel. The exposed remains now 
indicate a building of at least three rooms meas
uring 12 meters N-S by something more than 12 
meters E-W. Second, the eastern sector of the 

2. The black and white mosaic in situ, now stored at the Rockefeller Mu seulIl . 
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3. More of the black and red glazed pottery so plentiful at Tel Anafa. 

northeast building is founded on a continuation 
of the LHSB which appears to be a tower marking 
the northeast corner of the building. 

In 1981 Tel Anafa again proved to be rich in 
small finds of the Hellenistic era. Of the twenty
three legible coins discovered, five were 
Ptolemaic; seven of the Seleucid kings of the late 
second and early first centuries B.C.; ten of the 
independent mints of Tyre and Sidon (Fig. 4), 
and one from our Roman levels of Herod Philip. 3 

Rhodian stamped amphora handles of the sec
ond and early first centuries B.C., Hellenistic 
pottery of all kinds, and molded glass continued 
to be abundant. Probes into the pre-Hellenistic 
strata produced mixed fills with pottery from all 
periods from Early Bronze through Persian. 
Particularly interesting is a faience plaque of the 
Egyptian goddess Hathor (Fig. 5) . 
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This is the last preliminary report to be 
written for Muse on the excava tions at Tel Anafa. 
The directors and contributing scholars are now 
preparing the final publication of the Hellenistic 
settlement. We look forward with pleasure to the 
knowledge of the Hellenistic world that will be 
gained from the concentrated and integrated 
study of all the finds from the site. As we 
contemplate the vast array of finds accumulated 
over nine seasons of Missouri's excavation at Tel 
Anafa we wish to take this opportunity to thank 
all our friends at Missouri and the readership of 
Muse who have followed and helped our efforts 
at Tel Anafa over the years. 

SHARON HERBERT 
Kelsey Museum of Archaeology 

University of Michigan 



5. Above: faience plaque depicting the Egyptian god
dess Hathor. Actual size. 

4. Left: three of the twen/y-threecoins recovered during 
the 1981 season, illustrated at twice actual size. 

1 The excavation was again sponsored by the Museum of Art 
and Archaeology of the University of Missouri and the 
Kelsey Museum of the University of Michigan; other units 
of the University of Michigan also contributed generously to 
the '81 season, including the Office of the Vice-President for 
Research, the Horace Rackham School of Graduate Studies 
and the College of Literature, Science and the Arts . The 
writer again served as Field Director aided as always by the 
advice and support of Professor Saul S. Weinberg of the 
University of Missouri as Co-Principal Investigator. Dr. 
Barbara L. Johnson was again invaluable as our Administra
tor in Israel and Esther Goetz served efficiently as Camp 
Manager. The trench supervisbrs were Andrea Berlin, 
Nicholas Cahill, Barbara Hamann, and Paolo Visona from 
the Program of Classical Art and Archaeology at the 
University of Michigan; Allyn Lord, a graduate student in 
the Department of Art History and Archaeology at the 
University of Missouri, and Professor Roy Lindahl of 
Furman University also supervised trenches. Architects for 
the season were David Myers and Jaqueline Royer; Susan 
Webb was the photographer and Lorene Sterner drew the 
small finds. Elayne Grossbard of the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art was Chief Conservator, assisted by Rise Taylor, an 
intern from the London Institute of Archaeology. Timothy 
Motz of the Detroit Institute of Art ably handled the objects 

registry, and Blane Nansel continued his work on the bones 
from the excavation. My warmest thanks to an exceptionally 
able and dedicated team who turned in excellent work 
under unusually difficult circumstances. 

The staff and volunteers were housed this summer in 
the Regional High School at Kibbutz Amir, and we are 
grateful to Ehud Ariel and his efficient staff for our most 
comfortable accommodations in years . Our friends at Kib
butz Shamir, in particular Moshe Kagan, gave generously of 
their time and equipment. Thanks are due to Avi Eitan, 
Director of the Department of Antiquities, and his staff for 
facilitating the work of the expedition in every way. And 
finally, we wish to thank Hannah Katzenstein, our constant 
source of information and advice, for her help over the 
years of the dig. 

2Reports on the earlier campaigns have appeared in Muse 3 
(1969) 16-23; 4 (1970) 15-24; 5 (1971) 8-16; 6 (1972) 8-18; 8 
(1974) 14-28; 12 (1978) 21-29; 13 (1979) 16-21; 14 (1980) 24-30. 
A summation of the first three seasons, "Tel Anafa, the 
Hellenistic Town," appeared in the Israel Exploration Journal 
21 (1971) 86-109, and a report of the 1978 season appeared in 
BASOR 234 (1979) 67-8l. 

31 wish to thank Paolo Visona for his preliminary identifica
tion of the coins from the 1981 season. 
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